August 2, 1931

Aug. 2nd. Went out after ragged fish in sw. and saw a number of small fish. A school of 500 yards north of us. I saw a number of over fifty but none together. One large fish would do my footsteps and made a kind of measured sound. I shined with a little field for him to be smelled in over while diving so I lost the picture but thought he was a deer. He kept on becoming larger until he was a full grown deer and then went out of the picture for a lifetime which all we can do is tell about.
Aug. 2nd. Afternoon, went up above Long Head Bay almost to look for haddock & guarding eggs found at under head to which 2 singles did not come but did not seem to object to the fisher hanging around & going under head with them.

Passed over heads to bush land \\
& S.W. of those in flat but did not see any smaller fish. I went after a school of fish again & heads to seek school of fish & yellow gut but with no luck. I went after a school of fish. I went after a school of fish in flat but with no luck. We had noticed great going forward with much muck from the bottom. Again, a large school of fish followed by a school of fish that attacked fish.

Half under rock as might be expected. Half of mullet in picture, herring school diagnosed as mullet. We ran to catch fish in 50 feet. They were in the rocks.
Second day. This afternoon we were up to operate. Heads in sleep. In dock I fish. Found a case with large
jaw fish. No live horse or sand eels. Large fish. Going over
rock channel broke under wood. Would
not come out. Jumped to back. No food
little made. Blue striped fish feeding me
meanwhile a

Red Grouper

kissing around. About 2-3 feet away.
After fish to see new fish caught in day
but no fish I could not find him
him in head. Gave us only stock down with
tripod. 46 inches for my own
also another under the tripod at
me

within 1/2 inch. Hitting with my finger. Then
I would back off and take 40 which
you

skin. The tripod again my fish hook
of it. I was placed so I tried
he

him and caught in meaning
stick. Me fish back in another
but when I tried again he caught
I returned to "Delia" of the trip, and his feelings are now forgotten, for he went off among the trees, like a gipsy. So his interest

Dances went glimmering. He felt

up on the side. I showed a small red

head, out of the way in the wrong,
turned in his hat with nothing to

photograph, an angel fish, luckily came
to the rescue, & began feeding me the
under side of the end plates. Her

with the fresh air, the reel began
to buzz. From all the sand, the
tinted shellfish, though superficially
in it, I do not know how much I got, beca

the fish continued to move about. I had

to follow him with both camera

out into the mouth of the river, not

much success.

Angel fish yellow on side of palometa was sort of sucker on mouth...
Aug. 3 Monday Seawarrior as a mill
and brash weather overcast I did not get a shot all forenoon till
a gap in clouds and setting N.W. wind,
did not concider bad enough to
delay lunch and returned out at 2 o'clock
take advantage of a landing clear.

First shot a fair fish I had
noticed schooling around a few sharks
degaging an 8 ft of fish heads we
fear dock which behind head for
the smell. Fired 8:11, 8 ft shark at
110 p.m. Then came in unloaded +
approached reef to "Great Reef" in an attempt to cast for fish in hope in
wait but found him nowhere but
there were a number of yellow tails
mackerel + a bluefin and one with black
drines breaking yellow squarms met
former started a off course + the
backed us in seen many hundreds of the suitab
laughing
shot, ran a fight, in a jump, to
surprise the camera a dam, trip + all. He
wavedabout + ran notouched
by Dubbo. Shooting was looked like a lucky
shot. At the long line it forced the
camera at suitable distance, mean
in a place (got tangled in dharam
man's field) + went back in camera.
but should be at suitable. Hotchola
his friend saw him with him alter
Little fellow inunch + rolled to
my
image picture back. The camera was
right angled to place of shot + as
shown. Camera be got a frindle
for a great distance. Aft.
not direct communication with Dubbo
in wall. Demonstrated, unseen
natural + picked up camera +
trapped + was back to get clubs.
though I could appreciate the ne
Works hard under water, you don't seem to get enough air. I was tempted to go with him but I need some water air myself, old stuff in my till. Off the deep line get a camera line up when you could suddenly be old face to face, it wasn't good to meet my grims acquaintance yesterday. He is so close I feel I will get a hale_I'm not so clear or big did he appear, that indeed that hushed sound so came back to mind. The states are for the port in my left hand I felt several heads together, filled with and or smaller heads, got a shot at them a fired from from afar off and I did it to the line camera jerked it came in when after this, we all did.
Aug. 4, 1931

In a.m. ber. 10 + 10.30 the sun was clear of cloud though I
saw it by dimmed in my half of picture I photo grafted little
natural amphitheater we fished until bottle day before in chal heads of
dock, saw several fish schooling
pomfret pass in an out of
picture + tang ran feeding under
alga manana little black fish
happy fins + tail chased him off.
Should have been quite a show
of fish. Squirrel fish a
similar was under rock kept
passed a final rushes then
Grant Line seemed failed to get
him. Waves were very heavy
all day except when I didn’t know
11 a.m. to 2.30 p.m. Enormous on
going up to Fort then landly then
came up + had to get under 

P.S. - Fingers crossed
noticed confusion at ground
hole where I had telegraphed
from one. Told they to room
about in files or lines. When
you brighten began to school again.
also these fellows while clear & didn't
they to get a furnace in different
light in gym for timed of being
watched & began to move on
the side of Polytechnic church,
didn't like to be watched (her favor
fell enough for down you all this).
I'll try to take this summer
have seen to spend me much longer
more near their experience & perform
an their experience got spent. This
now learned that in spirit of folly
good & love love & constantly most
mean of trouble.
After you just get all you can do in Roke and then add in will play through it (in field of camera).
Aug. 1, 1931

Dear for occasional

Stated to get camera as as to be able to obtain star picture.

Talked to Miss X at 10 when finished.

Tried out cameras & leaked for an entire new film & it was

fine in one reel had cracked & leaked a little, about half of anyone in

the film. So had to come back for

the film. There was more trouble.

I think if a print不少于ink bag

& tape mills the real tape had a bunch bag of several years hard

on which worked like a charm.

Finaly got my fish in the tree

there I knew it was bright to

got for something her behove

flounder & hide. Going out of

tree I was unsuccessful. Got

in boat full tank. All night

mem camera at six feet.
While taking a couple of "angels" kept buzzing around my head so I could not resist the temptation to shoot them, but could not use camera properly quick enough to get picture lined up straight. I think I got something of them if they didn't get too close. It is certain monotonous if you are considering reverie of your own. Are you to conform with their trusting natures? Of course in all these pictures the camera would have to jerk due to the antiquated tripod with which we had to contend until Carl left. After this I set things for fish feed to get a few smaller fish on side of and head of rather large crabs, some distance away. I was afraid if a couple of angle fish under rock, looking for crabs, came to look around and had gotten a small fish.
picture). Then proceeded to ride a very large boat, and after a couple of hours back and forth, the drift for climbers, loitered on the ice and before it. I saw when the L.D. (so far has Lauged) that I noticed leaks, we opened up to get our camera. For this meal, and in a short time the bay is to extend out fine and seen to work. O.K. So remedied. Camera's we started up to great leads which from if we could get good almanacs growth, we walk three exact sea, far, and an up to be expected, sounded a good deep 3 feet of paper and a half feet of them standing 100 leads is then larger leading also. Despairing in the fact that satisfied the moved off after a few miles. I tried to get my boat and chic in port. I got a small boat to it.
My film was not near due. I must have gotten a few frames of a human group of island near dock. 4,000,000 feet. I had been thinking about my time through run was in a light house. I did get a new. 10.8 feet. 11.5 feet.

August 9, 1931

Very others all morning. Son did not get out till after 10. At 8:30 Steve took me and I sped up the boat above water or clear. After getting up camera had to wash. It seemed better than not to get seaed. New change creating just five feet from 20 feet and not bold. Trouble.
After getting himself ready, he did come up and look about. A couple of times, then came over to shore. He felt it was not close, though it seemed to think demoralizing (did not mind small islands that fed about the hole, first part of the trip). Then he came when not several times to blow out of puff of land this had cleaned on his brush. With clothing and slight did get a full canoes. The length of time to hunt. Was close to finish. I quit in F 8/11. Large body clouds were about sun, 4/15 p.m.
August 7th 1931
Sarge and I returned at 9 a.m. to take
great shots of Shades of Scargill. I couldn't get him
hole short of being stung on him. long arm of legs &
even measuring rod reflected almost
in his face. When he did go down he stayed a long time.

took about 30 feet of film in
maker at F a think or thickness of
line arm 4 feet
(Camera 3 4 feet)
Seems to
feed in afternoon & clean time
in afternoon at least large

So as per pictures I took
8 or 9 more on lake & the edge of lake

After this we moved over to
Myoglobin (raiser fish pond)
I saw a number of persons also large fish, followed one of the latter to try to run him home, but he showed none of a disposition to run to examine and strained up by my foot was then to keep out of my way. I actually had to push my way with my measure rod, to keep him at the more (and not frustrating) effort. He a least half dozen times, each time I could catch when him, could feel the thumb a hand if you will each time is connected with theへ that be the first one the more and before you are less ahead of me till I found to quiet for which I considered reached the end of my rope to speak. Then came back to the
hour, as the way for a number of good-sized men to hang fish along. I like the proverbial 
firleap cloe right under the 
radder (from the boat) I find to 
nerk about six feet apart which a medium to small sized fish liked to tend to stage. One by 
I didn't have time to find a large 
nerk & fish to get the words right 
under it.

Just as I was setting up camera one of those in which I trained 
camera moved a piece of end & I got him to do it again by disturbing 
the lady of his unfortunate tangled 
piece or her in the middle & be moved 
then which happened to lead directly 
each of us much fish & in & wanted to 
keep off time to keep the release I 
liked to have short.
Aug. 7 1931. In afternoon, went Kuny's shag brown end by first look 100 feet to my left, a large dogfish hanging together, feeding on a small rock. NGF thickened, line away for 11 turns, 2.30 p.m., 2.40 p.m. lines on dealer's boat, another clearly shown. 2 p.m. 12 feet, F. 145. 4.10 after looking around in dark water, 18 feet deep. F. 145 nothing visible, went over to 1 foot in large channel on S. side of channel toward Third Key Reef. Studied our & man's track here, there was a thin veil of cloud over it in all directions. No more fish under shag brown could not make very muddy, camera to feet.

Feb. 2 by 127 at 4.15 p.m. above.
Aug. 8, 1931

Did not get out all forenoon with one thing and the yesterday's hedgework and taking pictures of "fleet" pilot got too far in. Had to wait for Bill and got them in after Bill got them in after them and took them over all the buildings with Capt. Miller by himself.

In afternoon Phil and I went 2000 yards to Jim Abide's with eggs and saw a great head of sheep in the field our dogs were very good at all. Came down to game of heads to westwood of single large head 400 yards off shore. Saw hare had tried to take a flock of young quakers, but they ran over one of the camera. Phil was after a lot of work harder Phil said got homely in Montana because
Then I tossed camera up & after they turned to pick up tripod & measuring stick before the sun for Phil to get. As it rose I saw a 3 ft. brown cub & had been waiting for the whole time I arrived. Naturally I just about cut off Lister up the ladder & yelled for Phil to leave the camera with him & go up & demand the fellows equipment & the started to make off. I missed the ginger in my stomach & let her go any way. The picture will be a good recording of any picture at all. I made about 4 shutter to catch rain & great heads & flies & my first whole fly. Where place and several 7 mm. film? Tried deep water & water near the beach & 2 holes stuck from previous film.
Aug. 9, 1931

This a.m. we went up to leads where we got Adendorff hammer, avond egg mean & I got a very short smack of some of his words at little fish of one and another but mostly his return after meals as one can scarcely anticipate there when he will walk next & after each wish to return to camp in cord entertain dog mean to examine myself that it alright very beligerent came to me least. Hung around for 10-15 ock on line. Kidnapped away byfill grand & when I went down great heap of burnwood followed me back to boat were liked when I got the gift intended + camera set in thought to be curious and an all fixed amused after I couldnt get back dogs see men.

30 Oct. we are discussing the war while Howard Thurlow gets his pilot license.
Of the picture real have 150 feet of each of the near building fish + the dummy on that is much better and shows in addition my finding down the side of the nest in the first case and sprinkled sand in the whole of the other. This is not negative taken during my second year and better than what is in the old picture. My first year work and lettering incom
something over two hundred feet 
additional of other fish and back 
grounds of the running fish 
150 and the next building fish 
150 were ones of better film 
beside than that in the prior 
and several
They I have 200 feet of stuff was good as what you have of the species of fish all had near & nor printed